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Standard Single Fin Multi-Fin*

HIGH PERFORMANCE MULTI-FIN PRODUCTS

KEY ADVANTAGES

    Superior fin height dimensional 
control ensures maximum air and 
water penetration resistance

    Tests indicate at least a 20% 
reduction in air infiltration as 
compared to single center fin

    Designed to promote consistent 
ease of insertion 

    No off-center pile, due to Ultrafab’s 
patented Ultrasonic welding 
construction

    Smoother operation and fin 
containment against all surfaces

    All Multi-Fin seals have silicone 
treated pile fibers to repel 
moisture 

Ultrafab is a global leader in innovative sealing solutions 

offering multi-fin pile weather sealing options that have been 

designed to meet or exceed the performance requirements for 

today’s most demanding applications. 

www.ultrafab.com

1050 Hook Road   |    Farmington, NY 14425
(585) 924-2186   |    info@ultrafab.com
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*Internal Tri-Fin used for test 
Multi- Fin*



MULTI-FIN OPTIONS
External Tri-Fin®

    The industry’s multi-fin solution for over a decade 
    Two external fins and one center fin
    All fins .030” above pile heights
    The outside fins act as the first barrier against air 

and wind-driven rain

Internal Tri-Fin®

    Aesthetically pleasing with the three fins inserted 
within the pile fibers

    Designed to promote ease of insertion
    Center fin .030” above pile, outside fins in 

compression range
    Reduced operating forces and quieter operation 
    Encapsulated fins promote superior sealing and 

compression set resistance 

Five-Fin®(patent pending)

    Combines Internal/External fins with a center fin 
into one pile seal 

    Additional fins create additional barriers for a 
tighter seal against all elements  

    Designed to be used in either normal or acoustic 
applications which require superior sound 
abatement performance 

    Center fin at .030” above pile, both outside and 
internal fins even with pile and in compression 
range 

www.ultrafab.com

1050 Hook Road   |    Farmington, NY 14425
(585) 924-2186   |    info@ultrafab.com

STANDARD PRODUCT CONFIGURATIONS 

Outer pile yarn reduces 
surface drag and lower 
coefficient of friction 

Three fins encapsulated by yarn 
provides superior sealing and 
compression set resistnace 

PRODUCT TYPE 

Standard WS

Gold Series

FIN TYPE 

White Soft Touch®

Black Soft Touch®

Grey Soft Touch®

Beige Soft Touch®

Ultra-Fin® Clear

DENSITY

V. High 

High 

Medium 

Light

PILE HEIGHT

Minimum = 0.190”

Maximum = 0.390”

BACKING WIDTH

0.187”

0.270”

0.310”

Custom backing 
sizes avialble 

BACKING OPTIONS

Ultra-Loc®

Ultra-Pro®

Adhesive

Standard

PILE COLOR 

White 

Grey 

Black 

Beige/Tan


